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1. Introduction
This series of technical quarterly reports from the Alaska Earthquake Center (AEC)

includes detailed summaries and updates on Alaska seismicity, the AEC seismic network and
stations, field work, our social media presence, and lists publications and presentations by AEC
staff. Multiple AEC staff members contribute to this report. It is issued in the following month
after the completion of each quarter Q1: January-March, Q2: April-June, Q3: July-September,
and Q4: October-December. The first report was published for January-March, 2021.

2. Seismicity
Between April 1 and June 30, 2022 we reported 12,113 seismic events in the state and

the neighboring regions (Figure 2.1), with depths ranging between 0 and 285 km and
magnitudes between 0.2 and 6.3. The largest earthquake of Mw=6.3 occurred on June 4 at
23:38:12 UTC 66 km northwest of Amchitka in the Rat Islands. Two Mw=5.7 earthquakes were
the second and third largest earthquakes in this time period. These occurred on April 4 and May
18 and were both located about 51 km south of Amchitka. Seven earthquakes had magnitudes
5.0-5.7, none of which were located in mainland Alaska. Overall, we reported about 133 events
per day, or one event every 11 minutes on average. This is slightly more as in the first quarter of
2022 (Ruppert et al., May 2022).

AEC data analysts picked and cataloged 377,404 seismic phases, 244,656 of which
were P-phase and 129,748 S-phase arrival picks. Fewer phase arrivals per event were
cataloged for the Aleutian earthquakes due to sparser station coverage compared to mainland
Alaska (Figure 2.2).

We reported 525 seismic sources that were classified as something other than regional
tectonic earthquakes. Of these, 84 were suspected quarry blasts (magnitudes M=0.4-2.5), the
majority of which were located in the vicinity of Fort Knox and Healy mines in Interior Alaska,
with the exception of one blast located at the Red Dog mine in western Alaska. The reported
events included 339 icequakes (magnitudes M=0.6-2.9), primarily located in the Prince WIlliam
Sound, Icy Bay, and Yakutat Bay areas. Also, a glacial swarm near Wright Glacier northeast of
Juneau became more active in late June. This is twice as many icequakes as in the first quarter
of 2022 (Ruppert et al., May 2022). This is a typical seasonal behavior, with glacial activity
increasing in spring and summer months. We characterized 79 quakes as seismic events
associated with volcanic activity (M=0.5-3.7). The remaining 23 events were classified as “other”
type (M=0.5-1.8).

There were 40 earthquakes reported as felt (magnitudes M=2.0-6.3), one of which was
located in Southeast Alaska, five in the Interior, three in the Aleutian Islands, three in the Kodiak
Island region, and the remainder in the Southcentral region of Alaska. The largest number of
DYFI (Did You Feel It) responses, 233, came from the M4.0 earthquake that occurred 24 km
west of Wasilla in Southcentral Alaska on April 22
(https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/ak02255f18x6/dyfi/intensity).

The seismicity rate remained at a steady pace, with some short-lived increases (a
couple of days long) associated with a swarm-like activity in western Alaska (Figures 2.3, 2.4).
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We continued recording aftershock activity for the following sequences: 2021 M8.2 Chignik,
2020 M7.8 Simeonof, 2018 M7.1 Anchorage, 2018 M6.4 Kaktovik, 2018 M7.9 Offshore Kodiak
earthquakes, and the Purcell Mountains Swarm. See Table 1 for a summary.

We continued to follow several processing changes that were implemented in January
2022 to accommodate staffing shortages and to decrease processing time lag. Beginning with
mid-December 2021 data, only earthquakes with magnitude about 0.8 and greater were
analyzed and cataloged; smaller events detected by the automatic system were discarded.
Also, analysts picked additional phase arrivals only up to 2 degrees distance; only automatic
picks were reviewed beyond this distance, no new phase picks were added.

Table 1. Notable Alaska seismic sequences in April-June, 2022. *

Earthquake Number of
events

Magnitude range Magnitude of
completeness

(Mc)

Number of
events per week

New sequences this quarter (highest activity to lowest)

June 4 M6.3 Rat
Islands

119 1.5-6.3 2.0 N/A

Koyukuk Swarm 107 0.6-3.3 1.0 N/A

Wright Glacier
Swarm

78 1.1-2.9 N/A N/A

Continuing sequences (in order of decreasing activity)

2020 M7.8
Simeonof

535 1.0-4.3 1.6 41

2018 M7.1
Anchorage

247 0.6-3.8 1.0 19

July 29 M8.2
Chignik

140 1.7-5.4 2.5 11

Purcell
Mountains
Swarm

87 0.7-3.5 1.0 7

* The 2018 M6.4 Kaktovik and 2018 M7.9 Offshore Kodiak earthquake aftershock sequences decreased
to less than 1 event per day on average and are no longer being tracked in the summary table.
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Figure 2.1. Earthquake map for Alaska and neighboring regions April-June, 2022.
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Figure 2.2. Phase picks depending on magnitude and region for April-June, 2022.

Figure 2.3. Cumulative number of seismic
events in the Alaska catalog for April-June,
2022. The star indicates the M6.3 earthquake
on June 4, 2022, the largest earthquake for
this time period.

Figure 2.4. Time-magnitude plot of seismic
events in the Alaska catalog for April-June,
2022. The star indicates the M6.3 earthquake
on June 4, 2022, the largest earthquake for
this time period.
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The following is a description of the most notable earthquakes and sequences for this
time period, starting with the new sequences.

On June 4 a magnitude 6.3 earthquake occurred at 119 km depth 66 km northwest of
Amchitka in the Rat Islands (Figures 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7). We recorded about 100 aftershocks with
magnitudes ranging between 1.5 and 4.2, most of which occurred within 3 days of the
mainshock. The normal faulting source mechanism for the mainshock and its depth indicate that
this earthquake was located inside the subducting Pacific Plate. This is the largest earthquake
of this type to occur in the region since the M7.9 Little Sitkin Earthquake of June 23, 2014.

Two Mw=5.7 earthquakes, the second and third largest earthquakes in this time period,
occurred in the same region on April 4 and May 18 and were both located about 51 km south of
Amchitka. These events, however, had depths of about 20 km and were located on the
subduction zone interface (Figure 2.5).

A short-lived, but energetic, earthquake swarm occurred near the western edge of the
Koyukuk basin in mid-April (Figures 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10). The sequence began on April 7 and at
its peak was generating an earthquake nearly every minute. The sequence lasted only a few
days and mostly shut down around April 12. No active quaternary fault features are known to
exist in the close proximity of the swarm, however geologic maps indicate many inactive, older
features in the basin.

Activity in the Wright Glacier Swarm northeast of Juneau began in mid-May and further
accelerated in late June (Figures 2.11 and 2.12). The largest recorded earthquakes were
between magnitudes 2.8 and 2.9. This cluster is known to become more active in the summer
and the level of activity varies from year to year. The June 2022 level of activity is very similar to
what occurred in June 2021 (Rupert et al., August 2021; Ruppert and Gardine, February 2022).

Both aftershock sequences of the 2020 M7.8 Simeonof and 2021 M8.2 Chignik
earthquakes remained active, nearly at the same rate as in the previous quarter (Ruppert et al.,
May 2022). The Chignik aftershock sequence remains far less active than the longer-lasting
Simeonof sequence. We reported about 535 Simeonof and 140 Chignik aftershocks for this
quarter. Magnitude of completeness of both sequences slightly improved this quarter due to field
maintenance and improved network performance in summer months. The largest aftershocks
were two events of M5.4 on April 25 and 28 within the Chignik cluster. The Simeonof aftershock
sequence is now in its third year and the Chignik sequence in its second (Ruppert and Gardine,
February 2021, February 2022).

The 2018 M7.1 Anchorage Earthquake aftershock sequence continued at nearly the
same rate as in the previous quarter, with about 247 events reported (Ruppert et al., May 2022).
The largest aftershock was only M3.8. The aftershock sequence is in its fourth year (Ruppert
and Gardine, February 2021, February 2022).

The Purcell Mountains Swarm activity continued at decreased rates compared to the
2021 level, but at the same rate as in the previous quarter, with about 87 total events recorded,
with magnitudes between 0.7 and 3.5 (Ruppert et al., May 2022; Ruppert and Gardine,
February 2021, February 2022).

We continue to record aftershocks in the 2018 M6.4 Kaktovik and M7.9 Offshore Kodiak
sequences, both at much decreased rates of less than 1 reported event per day (Ruppert and
Gardine, February 2021, February 2022).
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We observed no increase in activity in the northeastern Brooks Range region. This area
at times produces area-wide swarm-like activity that lasts for a couple of months, typically in
summer time (Ruppert and West, 2020; Ruppert and Gardine, February 2021, February 2022).

Figure 2.5. Earthquake location map for the M6.3 June 4 earthquake in the Rat Islands. White
circles are recorded aftershocks, black circles are background seismicity. Focal mechanisms are
from the Global CMT catalog.

Figure 2.6. Cumulative number of events in
the vicinity of the June 4 M6.3 earthquake in
the Rat Islands. Star indicates the M6.3
earthquake on June 4, 2022.

Figure 2.7. Time-magnitude plot of events in
the vicinity of the June 4 M6.3 earthquake in
the Rat Islands. Star indicates the M6.3
earthquake on June 4, 2022.
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Figure 2.8. Earthquake location map for the April 2022 Koyukuk Swarm. Red circles are
recorded swarm events; white circles are the background seismicity.

Figure 2.9. Cumulative number of events in
the April 2022 Koyukuk Swarm. Star indicates
the M3.3 earthquake on April 7, 2022.

Figure 2.10. Time-magnitude plot of events
in the April 2022 Koyukuk Swarm. Star
indicates the M3.3 earthquake on April 7,
2022.
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Figure 2.11. Cumulative number of events in
the Wright Glacier Swarm. Stars indicate
earthquakes with magnitudes between 2.8
and 2.9.

Figure 2.12. Time-magnitude plot of events
in the Wright Glacier Swarm. Stars indicate
earthquakes with magnitudes between 2.8
and 2.9.

3. Field network
As of June 30, 2022, AEC maintains and acquires data from 252 seismic sites of the AK

seismic network (see map in Figure 3.1 of Ruppert et al., May 2022). The sites can be divided
into the following groups based on their locations and sensor types:

● 208 free field broadband stations, about 80 of which have co-located strong motion
sensors, 107 of which have infrasound data streams, and 69 of which have
meteorological sensor packages;

● 25 strong motion sites in the greater Anchorage and Mat-Su Valley region;
● 9 strong motion sites in Fairbanks;
● 7 strong motion sites located in coastal communities from Chignik to Yakutat;
● 1 structural array located in the Engineering Learning and Innovation Facility on the

University of Alaska Fairbanks campus;
● 2 Netquake sites in Fairbanks that record only triggered data (these are not included in

the data return rates).
Between April 1 and June 30, the network had an average data return rate of 77.1%,

with the daily rates ranging from 69.5% to 82.0% (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). Lowest data recovery
continued to be from sites on autonomous remote power and satellite communications.
Between May 17-24, 11 stations located at the Trans-Alaska Pipeline pump stations
experienced an outage due to networking problems. Towards the end of the reporting period,
connection to the Bering Camp communications hub was restored, resulting in 10 stations
becoming accessible once again. Overall performance during this quarter was still lacking and
below marks of the previous five years.
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Figure 3.1. Daily data completeness in percent for AK network in April-June 2022.

Figure 3.2. Average monthly data completeness in percent for AK network 2018-2022.
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4. Data Quality assurance

4.1 Seismic data
Data Quality Control (QC) efforts at the center consist of data integrity (up-time,

completeness, latencies) and quality (signal quality/noise performance). We define “QC” broadly
as quantitative data that help assess the performance of our stations. This includes data on the
overall health of the station (data completeness, clock quality, latency, etc.), as well as data
specific to individual channels (broadband, strong-motion, weather, infrasound, etc.). QC
metrics are values derived from the data and state-of-health channels (SOH), as well as from
the IRIS MUSTANG website (http://services.iris.edu/mustang/measurements/1/). Standardized
QC reports are produced weekly and include percent availability, gaps, and amplitude-related
metrics (dead and pegged channel, spikes, high and low amplitudes compared to the global
New High and New Low Noise Models, flat amplitudes for strong motion sensors, and dc offset).

Each piece of our QC information has multiple end-users. Maintaining a comprehensive
set of QC products allows us to feed these end-uses while minimizing the need to perform
one-off QC requests. Internal end-users include the field team to help steer repairs and
upgrades, the analyst team to identify stations that should not be used for routine earthquake
analysis, as well as project reports specific to certain stations (TsuNet, Greely, Pipeline, Donlin,
etc.). We also communicate performance issues to the research community and partner
organizations (Alaska Climate Research Center and the Wilson Alaska Technical Center).

Stations with the lowest data availability or sensor/datalogger failures April 1-June 30,
2022 (also see Figure 4.1):

● Stations that continue to have 0% availability as compared to 2022 Q1:
BCP, BRSE, BWN, C18K, CHX, D25K, DAM1, DCPH, E25K, FA02, GIB, K203, K216.00,
L16K, MDM, PIN, PWL, SPIA, TNA, WAX, YAH, YAKA

● Stations that now have 0% as compared to 2022 Q1:
K221, K223, K27K, O20K, PPLA, SLK

● Stations that continue to have 1-50% availability as compared to 2022 Q1:
B18K, CRQ, E18K, E21K, I26K, KTH, PNL, R18K, TRF

● Stations that now have 1-50% availability as compared to 2022 Q1:
BAGL, BARK, BERG, BGLC, CHI, COLD, GAMB, GRIN, ISLE, KHIT, L18K, L22K,
MESA, NICH, O19K, RKAV, SAMH, SII, SUCK, TABL, U33K

● Stations that came back during 2022 Q2 but still had 1-50% availability for the entire
period: BAE, D24K, FID, HIN, P23K

● BB data quality issues caused by faulty sensors and/or dataloggers:
PS01 (BHN channel), PS09 (BHZ channel),

● SM data quality issues caused by faulty sensors and/or dataloggers: BESE, PS07
● 2 sites continue to have bad timing (no reliable GPS clock): BAL, RIDG
● Stations that have come back to above 50% availability since 2022 Q1 due to field

maintenance or on their own:
A19K, B20K, FYU, G27K, H22K, H23K, I21K, K211, K222, L19K, M19K, M26K, MLY,
PPD, RIDG, S19K

http://services.iris.edu/mustang/measurements/1/
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Figure 4.1. Map of Average Percent Availability for all AK network Broadband and Strong
Motion stations, for April 1-June 30, 2022. Black circles represent stations at 90-100%
availability, white circles represent stations at 0-10% availability. Other colors represent a
gradient of availability.

4.2 Environmental data
The Earthquake Center adopted 89 stations with non-seismic instrumentation from the

Earthscope Transportable Array project. All 89 stations have Hyperion infrasound and Setra
microbarometer instruments. Of these stations, 67 are equipped with Viasala WXT weather
packages (7 channels recording wind speed and direction, humidity, barometric pressure,
temperature, and rain/hail gauges). In total, we record 825 individual environmental channels.

We run monthly QC checks of these environmental channels, quantifying the percent
availability for each instrument, as well as scanning for periods of non-physical values and flat
data return. A channel will flag as “flat” if over 20% of the samples are non-unique. For
non-physical values, we conducted a literature review of the global maximum/minimum values
for each of the environmental channels we acquire. For example, if a temperature sensor
reports a measurement below -60 C or above 70 C, we flag that as non-physical. Please note
that these monthly environmental QC reports do not fall on calendar months, but instead run
from the 7th to the 6th of the next month, due to reporting requirements of the Synoptic National
Mesonet Program. This report is for April 7th through July 6, 2022.

First quarter of 2022 was marked by very poor performance, with 75% of the network
experiencing instrumentation malfunctions at some point. We attributed these difficulties to
harsh winter conditions. Second quarter of 2022 was significantly better, confirming our
hypothesis that harsh winter weather conditions were to blame for instrument failures. By June,
74% of stations were reporting data availability over 90%, compared to only 25% of stations in
February.
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5. Real-time earthquake detection system
The Earthquake Center is the authoritative source of earthquake information in Alaska.

Our real-time automated earthquake detection system is tuned to rapidly determine locations
and magnitudes of seismic events in the state and disseminate this information to state and
federal agencies, scientists, and the general public via website and other data feeds. The
real-time earthquake detection system at AEC is based on the Antelope software package from
BRTT, Inc.

First, waveforms are being continuously scanned by the orbdetect module to identify
seismic arrivals. When a group of concurrent arrivals is identified, the orbassoc module
searches over several pre-calculated three-dimensional grids to find the best fit for the set of
arrivals. Each successful association is relocated by the orbgenloc module. Once the event is
located, its magnitude is calculated through the orbevproc module. Automatic and reviewed
locations and magnitudes along with the set of associated arrivals and other information are
written into the real-time earthquake database (CSS3.0) by the orb2dbt module. The real-time
earthquake locations and magnitudes are determined within 2-5 minutes of the event
occurrence, depending on the event location and size.

Beginning in January 2021, we have been producing monthly reports on the
performance of the real-time detection system. We document numbers of detected events
(Figure 5.1), percent of bogus events that get deleted by the duty seismologist, percent of
events with automatic magnitudes computed, location errors, detection latencies (Figures 5.2
and 5.3), and overall magnitude of completeness (Figure 5.4). We compare some metrics to
ANSS (Advanced National Seismic System) performance standards, for example 2 minutes
latency post time for hypocenters in High-Risk areas. This performance evaluation project is still
in its initial testing stages; we expect it to evolve in future quarterly reports. See Table 2 for
detailed information on some of the current metrics.

During the April-June 2022 time period we reported 8,186 automated events in Alaska
and neighboring regions (Figure 5.1). This is 17% more detections than in the previous quarter.
April 27, 2022 had the highest number of detections. April 22 and May 19 had several events
with longer detection delays but recovered fairly quickly (Figure 5.2). Nevertheless, these delays
are observed in higher mean values for those days. No delays in magnitude calculations were
observed (Figure 5.3).

There were 20 earthquake alarms during this reporting period. Our goal is to have
duty-seismologist-reviewed solutions for alarm events within 20 minutes. Only 1 alarm event
was reviewed with a larger delay (Figure 5.5).
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Table 2. Real-time earthquake detection system performance.

Metric April May June

Number of automatic event detections 2,835 2,809 2,542

First origin latency below ANSS 2 min standard 71% 68% 71%

Number of automatic events with magnitudes 2,338 2,421 2,226

Percent origins with magnitudes 82% 86% 84%

First magnitude latency below ANSS 3 min
standard

49% 47% 45%

Magnitude latency from origin post time below
ANSS 2 min standard

98% 99% 99%

Events deleted by duty seismologist 9% 13% 7%

Magnitude of completeness 1.6 1.1 1.3

Number of earthquake alarms 5 7 8

Number of ShakeMaps 31 28 33

ShakeMap latency below ANSS 15 min standard 90% 86% 79%

Figure 5.1. Number of automatic event detections for each day. April 27, 2022 had the highest
number of detections.
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Figure 5.2. Average daily latency (dots) and range (lines) of first automatic solution for each
event. April 22 and May 19 had several events with longer detection delays but recovered fairly
quickly.

Figure 5.3. Average daily latency (dots) and range (lines) of first automatic magnitude for each
event after the event detection.
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Figure 5.4. Magnitude of completeness of the automatic catalog for the reporting time period.

Figure 5.5. Earthquake alarm and duty review latency from alarm time (bottom of the blue bar is
origin time, top of the orange bar is duty review post time, 0 is time of the alarm). Earthquakes
are labeled with their event names.
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6. Computer systems

6.1 Computer resources
The Earthquake Center operates a computing cluster hosting an enterprise-grade virtual

environment for nearly all operational needs. During this quarter, no major hardware upgrades
were performed.

Current status is as follows:
Number of

hosts Total CPUs Total CPU
(GHz)

Total RAM
(GB)

Total vSAN
storage (TB)

4 96 258.62 1022.49 41.92

Resource utilization is as follows:

Virtual Systems Operating System

Production Staging Development Users CentOS Windows

22 0 21 6 46 3

6.2 Waveform storage
The Earthquake Center maintains a permanent archive of all available seismic data in

the state in miniSEED format. Continuous waveforms have been stored since 1997, and
segmented data is available from 1988-2012. Currently, AEC has 59.7 TB in continuous
waveform data and 1.1 TB of segmented data. During the quarter, we acquired and archived
1.02 TB of new data (Figure 6.2.1).

Figure 6.2.1. Digital waveform archival storage for continuous (red) and segmented (brown)
data.
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6.3 Metadata
AEC maintains metadata in css3.0 format for internal use, and provides dataless SEED

volumes to IRIS for public distribution. During this quarter, the following station entries were
modified:

● Stations added: None
● Stations modified: K216, final TA closeout, CN adopted sites (ATLI, CROWY, EAGLY)
● Stations removed: None

We have paused adding new station metadata into the Station Information System (SIS).
At the end of this quarter, we have successfully loaded 48 sites into production SIS. These sites
cover the entire Southern Tier adoption, as well as a few additional sites that shared a similar
configuration with Southern Tier sites. Additional sites will be loaded in Q3 of 2022.

6.4 Software development

During this time, our total code commits under the following scopes of work were:

Antelope Website Other

89 0 8

During Q2, we are near completion of our website migration from Drupal 7 to Drupal 9.
We made a few additional adjustments to the catalog workflow, most notably ceasing to import
AVO picks and hypocenters into our summary database due to association errors. Additionally,
we have prepared to deploy Antelope 5.12 lab-wide, but paused due to errors with certain codes
working with ARM-based workstations.

7. Fieldwork
During the reporting period, Earthquake Center staff visited 37 field sites to resolve data

outages, GPS timing issues, and to perform planned upgrades, cleanup, and/or preventative
maintenance. One site visit involved a collaboration of one AEC staff member and UNAVCO,
the other 36 visits included six staff members, for a total of 115 person-days of site maintenance
work during the reporting period.

May was the official beginning of field season with a campaign from May 18-26, based in
Girdwood, with ten sites visited in the area to complete work including improving site
communications, renovating and updating site power systems, and various sensor swaps. From
June 1-6, we worked out of Bethel and Dillingham to service nine sites, which included replacing
broken sensors and installing a strong motion sensor at the site P16K (Nushagak River). During
June 5-10, we visited Kodiak to restore the telemetry for sites SII (Sitkinak Island) and CHI
(Chirikof Island) by repairing the UNAVCO receive site in Akhiok and sorting antennas located
on the US Coast Guard tower at SII. June 13-21 we worked out of Happy Valley, just north of
the Brooks Range, to conduct numerous weather sensor swaps, station cleanups, satellite
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communications troubleshooting at D24K (Happy Valley) and D25K (Kavik River), and
installation of a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) mast at E22K (Anaktuvuk Pass).
During this same period, from June 18-22, another crew visited five sites in Interior Alaska to
improve site communications and power systems and to install a strong motion sensor at WRH
(Woodriver Hill). On June 29, we visited K24K (Donnelly Dome) with the members from the
Wilson Alaska Technical Center (WATC) to upgrade the existing infrasound sensor. During the
last week of June and extending into early July, we conducted a large campaign based out of
McCarthy to complete site power renovations, resolve communication outages, and remove the
remaining infrastructure at our decommissioned site CTG (Chitina Glacier).

8. Social media and outreach
The Alaska Earthquake Center maintains a vibrant and dynamic social media presence

on Facebook and Twitter. Since its initiation in 2013, we have amassed nearly 50,000 followers
across the two platforms. Our social media posting strategy takes a multifaceted approach to
public engagement. Social media is one of the primary ways that earthquake information is
shared and that remains our primary focus. We also seek to highlight the human element of the
center. We do not produce autogenerated posts. We aim to have 50% of our posts be related to
recent earthquakes. The remaining 50% is divided between topics that highlight the various
aspects of the center itself. We also acknowledge that we can fill a vital role in helping to amplify
the messaging of our partner agencies.

8.1. Website
During the second quarter of 2022, we had nearly 215,000 users visit our website. This

amounted to 250,000 sessions (number of times users entered our website) and 360,000
pageviews (number of individual web pages visited). Figure 8.1.1 shows the daily distribution of
users, pageviews, and sessions for the year to date.

Figure 8.1.1. Total number of website users (red), sessions (orange), and pageviews (yellow)
per day in 2022.
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Our web traffic is rarely quiet. On our “slowest” day between April 1-June 30, we still had
more than 1,700 users on our site. The recent earthquake map page and recent earthquake list
(a page for lower bandwidth users) combined accounted for 71% of users during the reporting

period. These two pages typically account
for approximately 75% of site visitors.
There were no significant spikes in activity
during the reporting period, just small
spikes coinciding with felt events.

In recent years we have made our
website and content more mobile friendly,
based on trends seen in device usage.
More people visit our site on mobile
devices (Figure 8.1.2). Tablets and mobile
devices such as phones accounted for
68% of website sessions.

Figure 8.1.2. Percentage of website
sessions for the three major device types,
mobile (e.g., phones), tablets, and
desktop computers.

8.2. Twitter
In Q2 of 2022, we gained approximately 600 new followers, bringing our total following to

approximately 24,600. Because of the nature of Twitter, we often post frequent or threaded
content to convey our messages. Figure 8.2.1 shows the distribution of post types for the 45
tweets made this quarter. Figure 8.2.2 shows the number of posts made per day and the
number of impressions per day for the entire year. Impressions represent the number of times
our tweet is shown on a screen. The number of impressions does not scale directly with the
number of posts based on the Twitter algorithm, as evidenced by the days with impressions and
no posts. This is used to determine how often our followers view our posts.

Figure 8.2.1. Post type distribution for tweets
in the first half of 2022.
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Figure 8.2.2. Number of posts per day (right axis, red bars) compared to the number of
impressions received per day (left axis, black line) in 2022.

There was a small increase in impressions (Figure 8.2.2) between June 3-6, due to
frequent posting of smaller earthquakes. Our engagement rate with time (Figure 8.2.3)
increased slightly during this quarter, averaging around 4%, with a high around 12% on June 27.

Figure 8.2.3. Twitter engagement rates with time (red line) and 14-day moving average (black
dotted line) in 2022.

Figure 8.2.4 shows impressions and engagements based on tweet type. Reviewed
events accounted for 52% of impressions and 57% of engagements. Content posts accounted
for 35% of impressions and 35% of engagements. Informative posts accounted for 11% of
impressions but only 6% of engagements. There were no posts about job vacancies during Q2.
Replies to posts obtained 2% of both impressions and engagement.
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Figure 8.2.4. Percentages of impressions and engagements based on tweet type.

8.3. Facebook Page
Our Facebook Page was created in December 2020. We are still assessing the best way

to approach utilizing the page. Our Facebook Group was created in 2013. Currently, we are
posting reviewed event information to the page and not to the Facebook Group unless it is a
significant event. This is the primary difference between our posting strategies for our Facebook
Page and Group.

During Q2 of 2022, we attracted about 700 new Page Likes, bringing our count to about
9,000. As is the trend with felt earthquakes, we receive a follower boost after each event;
however, during this quarter there were no earthquakes over magnitude 4 that were widely felt.

The distribution of post type is shown in Figure 8.3.1. Reviewed events accounted for
59% of the 49 posts made in Q2 and represented 69% of reach. Twenty-five percent of posts
were content related, and represented 23% of reach. Shares and informational posts accounted
for a combined total of 16% of posts and 8% of reach.

We maintained our average engagement rate of about 6% based on reach (number of
people who see our content) and impressions (how often our content appears on a screen).
Engagement rates are often higher based on reach than impressions because the same user
may have the post appear multiple times in their feed. Engagement rates spiked in mid-June
during our posting about the outreach trip to the Kenai Peninsula (Figure 8.3.2). The number of
daily engaged users was low due to the small amount of felt events posted (Figure 8.3.3).
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Figure 8.3.1. Distribution of Facebook Page posts by type (left) and audience reach by type
(right).

Figure 8.3.2. Daily engagement rate based on reach (ERR) and impressions (ER_imp) plotted
with a moving 14-day average of ERR in 2022.
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Figure 8.3.3. Daily engaged users of our Facebook Page (top) with percentages of users by
post type (bottom).

8.4 K-12 and Community Outreach

During the second quarter of 2022, K-12 outreach increased from more recent years.
With the relaxation of COVID-19 restrictions, classroom visits and tours resumed. A place-based
program that began in 2021, Alaska Seismology in Schools (ASeiS), resumed installing
instruments in rural schools. This program ramped up during this quarter with six new schools
coming online: West Valley High School (Fairbanks), Hydaburg School, Cordova High School,
Chevak School, Bethel School, and Dillingham High School. Twenty-one classes totaling more
than 400 students received presentations on earthquakes in Alaska and were introduced to the
ASeiS project.

The center also participated in the UAF Upward Bound Summer Program in partnership
with schools in Maui, Hawai’i to introduce students to earthquake hazards and provide learning
opportunities to build resilience in their own communities. Twenty students participated in
activities related to earthquake science.
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General public engagement activities resumed during this quarter. The center
participated in UAF’s Arctic Research Open House, an event that showcases research related
to arctic priorities. Hundreds of visitors toured the lab and spoke with staff and students at an
informational booth. The center also partnered with the Alaska Division of Homeland Security
and Emergency Management, FEMA, and the Kenai Peninsula Borough in four outreach
activities utilizing AKDHS&EM’s earthquake simulator. During the activities we spoke with
hundreds of Kenai Peninsula residents about earthquake hazards and preparedness.

9. Publications and presentations
Names in bold are Earthquake Center staff. Names in bold italic are students affiliated with the
Earthquake Center, and names in italic are students not directly affiliated with the center.

9.1. Publications
Nicolsky, D., and L. Gardine (June 2022). Maritime Guidance for Distant and Local Source

Tsunami Events: Haines and Skagway, Alaska. ScholarWorks@UA, 19 pp,
http://hdl.handle.net/11122/12885.

Ruppert, N. A., S. Cotton, L. Gardine, M. Gardine, B. Grassi, S. G. Holtkamp, H. McFarlin,
N. Murphy, and M. E. West (May 2022). Alaska Earthquake Center Quarterly Technical
Report January-March 2022. ScholarWorks@UA, 40 pp, http://hdl.handle.net/11122/12880.

Suleimani, E. N., D. J. Nicolsky, and J. B. Salisbury (June 2022). Updated tsunami inundation
maps for Cordova, Alaska, in Nicolsky, D. J., Suleimani, E. N., and Koehler, R. D., Tsunami
inundation maps of Cordova and Tatitlek, Alaska: Alaska Division of Geological &
Geophysical Surveys Report of Investigation 2014-1B, 26 pp, 6 sheets,
https://doi.org/10.14509/30868.

Suleimani, E. N., D. J. Nicolsky, D.J., and J. B. Salisbury (June 2022). Updated tsunami
inundation maps for Seldovia, Alaska, in Suleimani, E. N., Nicolsky, D. J., and Salisbury, J.
B., Updated tsunami inundation maps for Homer and Seldovia, Alaska: Alaska Division of
Geological & Geophysical Surveys Report of Investigation 2018-5A, 16 pp, 8 sheets,
https://doi.org/10.14509/30867.

Wimez M., and W. B. Frank (June 2022). A recursive matched-filter to systematically explore a
volcanic long-period earthquake swarm. Geophys. J. Intern., 231(2), 912-920,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gji/ggac221.

9.2. Public Presentations

Date Presenter(s) Event/Workshop Title Virtual/
In person

4/20 Sebin John
(presenter),
Michael West

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

Oceanic Microseisms in
Alaska

In Person

http://hdl.handle.net/11122/12885
http://hdl.handle.net/11122/12880
https://doi.org/10.14509/30868
https://doi.org/10.14509/30867
https://doi.org/10.1093/gji/ggac221
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4/20 Ezgi Karasözen
(presenter),
Michael West

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

Locating Landslides in the
Barry Arm Region Using
Long-period Signals

In Person
(poster)

4/21 Alex Fozkos
(presenter),
Michael West,
Matt Gardine

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

A First Look at Earthquake
Early Warning in Alaska

Hybrid

4/21 Patrick Matulka
(presenter), Doug
Wiens, Zongshan
Li, Grace
Barcheck, Geoffrey
Abers, Natalia
Ruppert

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

Along-strike Variation in
Plate-bending Seismicity and
Relationship to the Seismic
Cycle in the Alaska
Subduction Zone

In Person
(poster)

4/21 Revathy
Parameswaran
(presenter), Ronni
Grapenthin,
Michael West,
Alex Fozkos

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

Reconciling Seismic and
Geodetic Magnitude
Estimates for Rapid
Earthquake Characterization

In Person
(poster)

4/21 Natalia Ruppert
(presenter), Patrick
Matulka, Doug
Wiens

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

New Look at the M7.9 2018
Offshore Kodiak Aftershock
Sequence with the AACSE
Ocean Bottom Broadband
Deployment

In Person

4/21 F. Wang
(presenter), S.
Wei, Natalia
Ruppert, H. Zhang

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

Seismic Velocity Structure
Near 2020-2021 Major
Earthquakes at the Alaska
Peninsula

In Person
(poster)

4/22 Grace Barcheck,
Geoffrey Abers,
Natalia Ruppert,
Emily Roland,
Susan Schwartz

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

Using Machine Learning to
Improve Earthquake
Catalogs for Amphibious
Seismic Networks:
Application of Earthquake
Transformer to the Alaska
Amphibious Community
Seismic Experiment

In Person
(poster)

4/22 Heather McFarlin
(presenter),
Natalia Ruppert,

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

An Overview of Quality
Assurance Efforts at the
Alaska Earthquake Center

In Person
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Steve Holtkamp,
Nate Murphy,
Michael West

4/22 Nate Murphy
(presenter),
Natalia Ruppert,
Heather McFarlin,
Michael Place,
Mike Reynolds,
Michael West

Seismological Society of
America 2022 Annual
Meeting

Improving the Reliability of
the Alaska Earthquake
Center’s Field Monitoring
Networks

In Person
(poster)

5/3 Elena Suleimani Sitka evacuation live
workshop

Tsunami evacuation line for
Sitka

In Person

5/4 Elena Suleimani Sitka High School
presentation

Tsunamis in Alaska and
around the world

In Person

5/19 Alex Farrell, Lea
Gardine, Beth
Grassi, Heather
McFarlin, Natalia
Ruppert, Michael
West, Samantha
Wiser

Arctic Research Open
House

Alaska Earthquake Center
Tours

In Person

5/19 Shila Cotton, Alex
Fozkos, Ezgi
Karasözen, Sarah
Noel, Sebin John

Arctic Research Open
House

Alaska Earthquake Center
research booth

In Person

6/7 Elena Suleimani Tsunami evacuation line
workshop in Craig

Tsunami evacuation line for
Craig, Alaska

In Person

6/7 Elena Suleimani Public lecture in Craig Tsunamis in Alaska and
around the world

In Person

6/8 Elena Suleimani Tsunami evacuation line
workshop in Hydaburg

Tsunami evacuation line for
Hydaburg, Alaska

In Person

6/9 Elena Suleimani Tsunami public lecture in
Juneau, Alaska

Tsunamis in Alaska and
around the world

In Person

6/22 Elena Suleimani UAF Discover Alaska
lecture series

Tsunamis in Alaska: Are we
ready for the next big one?

In Person
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9.3. Lunch Seminar Talks
Lunch seminar talks are informal opportunities for faculty, staff, students, and guest speakers to
present their research.

Date Presenter Title Virtual/
In person

5/17 Alex Fozkos A first look at earthquake early warning in Alaska Hybrid

5/17 Sebin John Oceanic microseisms in Alaska Hybrid

5/18 Natalia Ruppert New look at the M7.9 2018 offshore Kodiak
aftershock sequence with the AACSE ocean
bottom broadband deployment

Hybrid

5/18 Ezgi Karasözen Locating landslides in the Barry Arm region using
long-period signals

Hybrid
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Appendix A: Data availability for broadband stations from the AK
network.

Figure A1. Data availability for stations A19K-C27K (listed alphabetically).
BAT is a new site installed in July 2021.
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Figure A2. Data availability for stations CAPN-F15K (listed alphabetically).
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Figure A3. Data availability for stations F18K-HARP (listed alphabetically).
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Figure A4. Data availability for stations HDA-L19K (listed alphabetically).
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Figure A5. Data availability for stations L20K-P17K (listed alphabetically).
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Figure A6. Data availability for stations P23K-RND (listed alphabetically).
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Figure A7. Data availability for stations S31K-YAH (listed alphabetically).
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Appendix B: Gaps for broadband stations from the AK network.

Figure B1. Number of gaps per day1 for stations A19K-C27K (listed alphabetically).

1 Stations with 0% data availability are denoted in the same color as stations with 0 gaps.
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Figure B2. Number of gaps per day for stations CAPN-F15K (listed alphabetically).
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Figure B3. Number of gaps per day for stations F18K-HIN (listed alphabetically).
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Figure B4. Number of gaps per day for stations HOM-L22K (listed alphabetically).
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Figure B5. Number of gaps per day for stations L26K-PAX (listed alphabetically).
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Figure B6. Number of gaps per day for stations PIN-S32K (listed alphabetically).
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Figure B7. Number of gaps per day for stations SAMH-YAH (listed alphabetically).


